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1. The harsh reality: Trauma can hit anyone

2. Delving deeper into the problem: Multiple organ failure

🩸 Trauma is a leading cause of death and disability in those aged under 44

🧠 Trauma patients who survive the initial injury often develop multiple organ failure (MOF)

🩸 Trauma is defined as physical injury to the body and categorised into:
🩸 Blunt – road traffic accidents, falls

due to the major damage inflicted on the body
🧠 Currently, there is no therapy to lower or prevent the decline in organ dysfunction

🩸 Penetrating – stabbings, shootings
🩸 Annually in the UK, trauma leads to:

🧠 Better treatment options would improve patient management and prognosis

🩸 6 million visits to emergency departments
🩸 720,000 hospital admissions

3. Research aims: Biological targets of interest

🩸 17,000 deaths
🩸 In contrast to other diseases, instances of trauma and the associated death rates are
rising

🎯 To examine the role of macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), a biological
messenger associated with poor disease outcome, in trauma patients
🎯 To evaluate the extent of organ damage following treatment with ISO-1, a compound that
blocks MIF, in a rat model of severe blood loss

4. Methods and Results: A reverse translational approach
💉 Trauma patients were entered into a pilot study and MIF levels in the blood were measured 🐁 Rats were subjected to severe blood loss followed by fluid resuscitation and treatment with
on:
either ISO-1 or placebo
💉 Arrival to the emergency room (A)
💉 Day 2 (B)

🐁 Experimental groups were:
🐁 Sham à no blood loss + placebo

💉 Day 5 (C)
💉 Day 7 (D)

🐁 HS à blood loss + placebo
🐁 ISO-1 à blood loss + ISO-1 treatment

💉 MIF levels in trauma patients were compared to uninjured volunteers (healthy)
🐁 Organ injury and dysfunction were evaluated by measuring:
💉 MIF levels on admission to the emergency room were plotted against days spent in ICU and
🐁 Creatinine, urea, creatinine clearance (CCr) – kidney dysfunction
🐁 Alanine transaminase (ALT), aspartate transaminase (AST) – liver injury
🐁 Lactate – overall organ damage
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5. Conclusions: A potential new therapy?
💊 Trauma resulted in a rapid, but temporary rise in MIF in patients
💊 Higher MIF levels on admission correlated with longer ICU and hospital stay
💊 MIF could be used as a predictor of patient outcomes
💊 Blocking MIF with ISO-1 significantly reduced kidney dysfunction, liver injury and
overall organ damage caused by severe blood loss in rats
💊 Thus, blocking MIF could be a potential therapeutic approach in patients with trauma
and/or severe blood loss
💊 Further research and clinical trials need to be conducted to determine efficacy

6. Impact: Saving and improving lives
🩺 Since 2012, at least 600 people in London have survived traumatic injury due to
research and innovation
🩺 Advances in resuscitation, surgery and intensive care
🩺 These results could form the basis of future human clinical trials
🩺 Reducing MOF would lower the burden on the healthcare system
🩺 Fewer medical complications, better long term outcomes
🩺 Psychological, behavioural and emotional difficulties may decrease
🩺 A more personalised approach could be taken to treat patients
🩺 Ultimately, patient quality of life would improve
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